
Critical Game Mod

Throughout the semester so far we have explored various concepts and perspectives on gameplay from the academic discourse of game studies, which has as one of its objectives a deepening of our critical appreciation of the expressive potential of digital games. Criticism, and reflective writing about game experiences in general, are integral parts of improving game culture, but they are only one way of gaining and sharing a critical perspetive on games. Another is to reimagine existing games by thinking of design modifications that reshape the expressive potential using the the insights of game studies. This project will be a chance to creatively deploy the material from the class and design a hypothetical modification ("mod") for one of the games we've played or shared in class. 

Details 
These documents/files will be published on the course website. Follow the instructions here and use the template document for the final writing, available on the site as well ("Mod Template"). The template provides short comments on the content of the mod document. 

All mod projects will have to submit a text that:
	Identifies the game and the specific aspect(s) of the game's experience that you are targeting, and why. 

Describes the nature of the mod in some detail: what elements are you changing, and in what way?
	Provides a commentary that draws on one or more ideas from the course to articulate the significance of your mod.

Your mod MAY (but are not required to) include:
	Mock up images, schematic sketches or other imagery aiding the understanding of your mod.
	Sound, music, or voice files.
	Video of target gameplay experiences that your mod addresses.


Submission
Email the mod media as attachment(s) to tschenold@cornish.edu by the assigned date with the following specifications. Note: be sure to delete the instruction text in the template, marked by [ ]'s and red color!

	Texts: File format should be saved as Rich-Text or DOC format (.RTF or .DOC/DOCX)

Filename should be Lastname,Firstname_mod.rtf (e.g. mine would be "Schenold,Terry_mod.rtf")
	Subject line for the email should simply be "CGM"
	Video: If you have video, mp4 or mkv.
Audio: If you have audio, mp3 or ogg.
	Images: If you have digital images, png or jpg. If you have hand-drawn sketches, etc. please photograph or scan them so that they can be archived on the site.













Critical Game Mod / "Your Game Title Here"
 
Modification by: [list creators here]

I. Overview
[In this section identify and describe the signficance of the source game experience you are targeting with your modification. Included here is your interpretation of the game experience. For example, in my proposed mod for Cart Life, I would be targeting the player experience of the world, specifically the city and its community. So I might write something like "Cart Life uses grayscale and and time mechanics that put the player in a constant state of duress in order to convey the idea that living under these conditions evacuates the world of its beauty (symbolized by the grayscale and strategic coarse pixel art design, etc.) and any pelasure of social experience or engagement with the community. My modification seeks to amplify and extend this experience to express the relationship between joyful living and social engagement with the community..."]

II. Description
[In this section you want to explain your mod, how it works and in what ways you imagine it would change the player experience of the game and its expressive potential. For example, in my Cart Life mod, I might include something like this: "This modification would introduce a new color mechanic to the game that brings color to certain elements of the game as the player interacts in particular ways. Specifically, as the player converses with non-player characters their representation changes incrementally from grayscale to full color. The more time the player spends / options they explore in dialogue the more vibrant that particular character will become. Furthermore, the environment is colorized by time spent in a screen without movement (suggesting a contemplative  perception or appreciation of the world). These new dynamics work to express the idea that our worldview and our receptivity to beauty is tied to these behaviors, amplifying the core message of the game's rules which suggest that being poor, stressed, and time-starved degrades our humanity..."]

III. Commentary
[In this section you want to connect to the course materials and reflect on the signficance of your mod. For example, my Cart Life mod connects with the Sicart model of player-subjectivity, targeting the relation between the "player-subject" and the "subject external to the game," and identifying the expressive power of the "goal rules" (Frasca) and their interaction with "manipulation rules." My mod makes a new connection between the representational layer and the layer of maniulation rules to extend the experience of oppressive economic "goal rule" and add to its expressive potential. So, I could comment and reflect on one of these topics here, or a number of others. Anything from the lecture slides, toolbox items, readings, videos, etc. is a potential referent here - just think about how one or more of them helped you mod-making  process.]



